
 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

With 10 branches across the South East, they are the region's leading independent timber 

specialist with over 90 years of experience of supplying the trade. 

Matthew Nash is the Transport Manager at Champion Timber Ltd. He manages 17 HGV / 2 cars 

and 2 vans in the fleet. His primary responsibilities include daily compliance checks, route 

planning, driver hours management and all aspects of te transport operations. 

 

Challenges 

Before being introduced to AES Fleet, one of the company's main challenges was accurate defect 

reporting and rectification. As well as this, with so much paperwork needed to manage all areas of 

a Fleet and remain compliant. The majority of the information was kept on various spreadsheets. 

With Ten depots across the south east this caused problems with fragmented data. 

 

How AES Helped 

AES Fleet recommended FleetCheck Fleet Management Software and Webfleet telematics so 

Mathhew at Champion Timber Ltd could take complete control of his fleet tasks. This included the 

FleetCheck Driver vehicle inspection app achieving 100% with defect reporting and rectification in 

just a few weeks.  
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Results 

With AES Fleets' recommendations, the operations at Champion Timber Ltd have been 

streamlined with an effortless system ensuring compliance and peace of min. suppliers. The 

system has also helped the company to save on administration costs and has supported their work 

towards continiuing its FORS Silver Status.  

Matthew says: “We rely heavily on our fleet of vehicles to ensure our operations run smoothly and 

efficiently. AES introduced us to FleetCheck fleet management software, which has been an 

invaluable tool in helping us to achieve this. The software is user-friendly and provides us with real-

time information about our vehicles, allowing us to track their location, fuel consumption, 

maintenance schedule and compliance status.”  

 

Find out how AES can help your business today  

www.aesfleet.co.uk | 01525 372330 
 


